April 24, 2017

U.S. Commission on Civil Rights Expresses Concern with Immigrants’ Access to Justice

The Commission is concerned that some of the most vulnerable individuals’ access to justice is hindered by the recent actions of the federal government. The Commission urges Attorney General Sessions and Department of Homeland Security Secretary Kelly to consider the fair administration of justice when determining how and where they send Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) agents.

In the last few months, troubling reports have emerged of federal immigration agents following, confronting, and in some instances, arresting undocumented immigrants in state and local courthouses when some of those immigrants were seeking help from authorities and the local justice system. For example, in Texas, ICE agents reportedly arrested a woman just after she obtained a protective order against her alleged abuser.\(^1\) In Colorado, video footage of ICE agents with an administrative arrest warrant waiting in a Denver courthouse was widely circulated.\(^2\) Similar reports have been made about courthouses in California,\(^3\) Washington,\(^4\) Arizona,\(^5\) and Oregon.\(^6\)

Stationing ICE agents in local courthouses instills needless additional fear and anxiety within immigrant communities, discourages interacting with the judicial system, and endangers the safety of entire communities. Courthouses are often the first place individuals interact with local governments. It is the site of resolution for not only criminal matters, where a victim might seek justice when she has been harmed or

---


\(^5\) Supra note 3.

wronged, but also for resolution of civil matters, including family and custody issues, housing, public benefits, and numerous other aspects integral to an individual’s life.

The chilling effect on witnesses and victims is already apparent. According to Denver City Attorney Kristin Bronson, four women dropped their cases of physical and violent assault for fear of being arrested at the courthouse and subsequently deported. Bronson stated that video footage of ICE officers waiting to make arrests at a Denver courthouse has “resulted in a high degree of fear and anxiety in our immigrant communities, and as a result, we have grave concerns here that they distrust the court system now and that we’re not going to have continued cooperation of victims and witnesses.”

The response from Attorney General Sessions and Secretary Kelly to these concerns is that local officials “have enacted policies that occasionally necessitate ICE officers and agents to make arrests at courthouses and other public places,” and such policies “threaten public safety.” Contrary to this claim regarding jurisdictions that are refusing to hold individuals solely based on ICE detainer requests, it appears that these tactics have been deployed even where local law enforcement has indicated that they are willing to act in concert with federal immigration agents. In El Paso County, Texas, for instance, Sheriff Richard Wiles signed a letter requiring his office to hold any individuals with an ICE detainer request. Despite this, ICE agents entered a courthouse in El Paso County to arrest a woman after she left the courtroom where she secured a protective order against her alleged abuser.

More importantly, even if this strategy were used exclusively in jurisdictions refusing to cooperate regarding enforcement of ICE detainers, studies have shown that public safety is in fact undermined when members of the community are fearful of local law enforcement and therefore less likely “to report crimes, make official statements to police or testify in court.”

---

In the words of California Supreme Court Chief Justice Tani G. Cantil-Sakauye: “Courthouses should not be used as bait in the necessary enforcement of our country’s immigration laws.”¹² Chair Catherine E. Lhamon adds: “The fair administration of justice requires equal access to our courthouses. People are at their most vulnerable when they seek out the assistance of local authorities, and we are all less safe if individuals who need help do not feel safe to come forward.”
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